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Radio news is considered to be a vitally important aspect of most

radio stations' formats. Some recent studies indicate the importance

of news on the radio for listeners. During the summer of 1975 one

study found that 52 percent of all adults turn on their radios instead

of wa ching television (20%) or reading a newspaper (21%) to get their

first morning news.' A similar 1974 Opinion Research Corporation poll

found radio to be the primary morning news source for 57 percent of

adults: a 1971 poll showed a corresponding 52 percent. This does not,

however, mean that radio is the primary overall news source for adults.

A Roper poll found only 23 percent of adults indicate radio as their

major overall news source.2

Aside from intermedia comparisons, it is important to ask: "What

does a listener want from the news listening rience." Secondly:

"How can a station program news in the most desirable form for listen-

ers?"

Radio stations, of course, are not identical in app oath

and programming of news. This study investigates several question areas

2Broadcasting,

inion Research Corporation nationwide sample of 2,164
women between July 11 and August 10, 1975. Broadcast
neering, December 1975 p.

_Ty 60 1975 p, 27,
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relattng to radio news, generated by observatIon of radio news pro-

gramming trends across the country.
3

1. How important is radio news in the radio listening exp ri-

enc Trends: Allnews and information formats or extended

news blocks are continuing (and even picking up enthusi

on some stations. However, speciality beautiful music for-

mats continue to eschew a strong news commitment. Overall,

there is an effort to fit newscasts withIn the station's

total fo_--t- -_h news as an integrated part of the entire

programming mix.

2. What reasons contribute to listener_ favorite radio stations

for news?

On what basis do listeners decide whether a radio station is

doing a good job in giving the ne ?

a. How important is coverage of a wide range of subjects,

giving details about what goes on behind the scenes, and

providing a large number of stories in a newscast?

Trends: Short and fast paced news items continue to be

packed into newscasts. Investigative probing for in-depth

coverage of important Issues occurs on some stations.

Likewise, continued use is made of "mini-documentarie '

brief, in-depth, serial zed investigative reports on one

Subjec --to get behind the basic facts of an issue. On

other stations, radio presents the immediate "now or

"action" news--leaving in-depth analysis to.television,

newspapers, and n_

,

sed on observations of the author as pews researCh-- onsultant_with
rank -Magi4iAssociates;.:Broadcastins-4--

-v-' 4c# i Aft e Veta;'ift,4



b. How important is hearing the actual voices of the impor-

tant people mentioned in the news and having on-the-scene

reports from reporters in the field? Trends: There is

increased use of actualities--bringing the sounds and

voices of local events to listene_s. Affiliation with

networks and other audio services provides stations with

more actuali ies for newscasts. Great reliance continues

to be placed on the telephone for stories and actualities.

Pocket police scanners, mobile two-way radios, walkie-

talkie radIos, portable telephones and other equipment

augment the reporter's standard portable tape recorder for

immediate newsgathering and flexibility.

c. How important is reducing repetition from hour to hour and

having the news delivered with authority? Trends: Sta-

tions strive to revamp newscasts to reduce repetition.

De-emphasis is on the "basso profundo"deep booming voice--

for establishing authority and credibility.

4. How long do listeners want newscasts to be? What is he pro-

jected "turn-off" of longer ten and fIfteen minute newscasts

or showt two or three minute newscasts? If longer newscasts

are- acceptable, when do listeners want them scheduled. What

scheduling pattern is desired for newscasts of five minutejind

shorter length?

P 6c

The population for the study consists of radio listeners who __

orlpermanent residents of theLawrence, Kansas community.

.

located betwe Kansas City And Topeka. RadiO'_listening,
,

-
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includes major market, medium market and small market stations. Sample

members were defined as being radio listeners through the use of the

following screening question: "Do you spend one hour or -or- listening

to the radio during an average week?" If the response to the question

was positive, the listener was included in the sample.

All interviews were administered via telephone wIth telephone

numbers drawn from a composite telephone directory of Lawrence and the

University of Kansas students. After selecting numbers, a random con-

stant was added to the last telephone digit. This technique compensates

for unlisted telephone numbers and non-listed telephones in the highly

mobile community. The sample was subdivided into a multiphase design

to allow some different questions to be asked of subsamples. Interviewing

was done during October and November, 1975.

FINDINGS

Importance of Radio News

Radio news is not of special -importance to al/ listeners. To

determine the importance of radio news within the radio listening ex-

perience, respondents were asked: Are you a person who considers news

important as a part of your radio listening, or do you more or less just

catch the news because it comes on while y__ re listening to other

etings?" Socially desirable responses discovered in pretesting was

limited by providing palatable positive and negative responses.

For the sample as a whole, 62 percent of the radio listene n-

tend news is an important part of their radio listening. On the other

hand, 38 percent minimize the importance of news to them. (See TABLE 1)
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TABLE I

Importance of News

Total
Mention

Student Status
Student Non-Student Male

Sex
Female

Important Part 62.2 54.1 69.6 57.2 67.2

Just Catches News 37.8 45.9 30.4 42.8 32.8

Raw Total N=519 N=255 N=263 N=269 N=247

x p .05
2
x N.S.

Age

25 and 26-49
under

50 and
over

Daily Radio Listening

0-60 1-3 more than
minutes hour° 3 hours

Lmportant Part 47.7 68.4 85.7 62.0 58.2 70.1

Just Catches News 52.3 31.6 14.3 38.0 41.8 29.9

Raw Total N=235 N=193 N=91 N=200 N=196 N*2117

2x p) .001 2
x N.S.

MOR Rock
Soft
Rock

Musical Format

Oldies Country Classical
Beautiful
Music

Important Part 60.7 49.0 51.6 60.9 69.8 71.2 66.7

Just Catches News 39.3 51.0 48.4 39.1 30.2 28.8 33.3

Raw Total N=56 N=98 N=64 N=46 N=53 N=66 N-33

.01

Significant differences occur among different demographic and analyt-

c'
ical groups in the importance of radio news. There an inverse rela-

tionship between age and perceived importance of radic flews (0.001).

While 86 percent of the listeners 50 years of age and older contend news

is an important reason for radio listening 68 percent of:listeners 26 to,

49 years of age and Only 48 pereent of listener° 25 years of age and



nnder make the same claim. More than half (52%) of the younger listen-

ers fail to find news an important reason for radio listening. Addi-

tionally, college students in Lawrence are much less likely than non-

students to place an importance on radio news. Seventy percent of the

non-students respond news is important to them; 46 percent of the stu-

dents just catch news (p`>.05).

The importance of radio news also varies when tabulated by the type

of musical format (p ) .01). Listeners are designated into musical for-

mat categories by coding open-ended responses to these questions: "1

kno- that your music tastes may change at different times of the day or

night, but, in general, what kinds of music do you especiAlly like to

hear on the radio." "Just to make sure I understand, please give me

three artists or groups that represent the type of music you most like to

hear on the radio." The largest proportion of classical music, country

music and beautiful music listeners st ess the importance of radio news

(71X, 70% and 67% spectively). Surprisingly, beautiful music listener

-ith background rather than foreground listening patterns, argue the im-

portance of news in their listening. The generalization, however, is

tenuous and based en a small sample of beautiful music listeners (W.33).

A smaller majorIty of Middle of the road and oldies musical format

listeners stress the importance of radio news. This includes 61 percent

of each category. Listeners classified in the more generic rock and

soft rock categories are almost evenly divided. Fifty-one percent of

the rock listeners and 48 percent of the soft rock listeners just catch

the news when it comes on.

7



Reasons for Radio Listening

What is the most important reason for 1 ltening to the radio? Prior

to asking the importance of news in the radio listening experience,

multiphase subsample B (14289) was asked the following question series:

"Some people listen to radio for just one reason; others listen for

several diffrent reasons. As you think about it, what are the reasons

you listen to radio at all? Of all the reasons you listen to radio, which

one is most important?" The open-ended response provides the most im-

portant reasons for listening to the radio.

Overall, as could be expected, more listeners indicate music as the

primary reason for radio listening than any other response. (See

TABLE II) Forty-four percent of the listeners make that claim. News

is the primary reason for slightly more than one out of five listeners

(21%). Other listeners tune to radio for companionship or to provide

background for other activities (13%). Still others primarily listen for

the enjoyment or pleasure of entertainment on the medium (13%). Sports

(4%) or time and weather (3%) are also mentioned by a few listeners as

their primary reason for listening to the radio.

Significant differences emerge in the reasons for radio listening

for different age groups (p ) .001). Listeners 25 years of age or younger

are most likely to listen for musIc (52%) while listene s 50 years old

and older are most likely to listen primarily for news (35%). Also,

younger listeners are most likely to listen for the pure entertainment

while older lIsteners are more likely to listen for time and weather.

The reasons for radio listening also significantly differ depend-

ing on musical format. (10.001). Music is the primary reason for



listening for more than half of rock (51%) and soft rock (55% ) listen

ers. Additionally, _usic is the most important reason for listening for

45 percent of the country music listeners and 44 percent of the Jazz

listeners.

News, as the primary reason for radio listening, is most important

for more country, M.O.R., oldies, and classical music listeners than

for rock, soft rock, jazz and beautiful music listeners.

More beautiful music listeners indicate companionship or background

as the most important reasons for listening than do other musical format

listeners.

9
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TABLE II

MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR RADIO LISTENING

Total
Mention

25 and
over 26-49

50 and
over Male Female

Music 43.6 52.2 37.4 32.6 47.1 39.8

News 21.1 11.0 28.0 34.8 19.7 22.7

Companionship
and background 1 . 1 14.0 15.0 6.5 8.3 18.8

Enjoyment and
pleasure 12.5 16.9 11.2 2.2 13.4 10.9

Sports 3.8 2.9 3.7 6.5 5.7 1.6

Time and weather 3.1 1.5 .9 13.0 1.9 4.7

Other 2.6 1.5 3.7 4.3 3.8 1.6

Raw Total 14289 14136 11107 .: 46 N=.157 N=.128

x
2
p 001

2
x N.S.

0-60
minutes

1-3
hours

more than
3 hours

Music 38 0 50.5 40.9

News 25.0 16.5 25.8

Companionship
and background 14.8 10.1 15 2

Enjoyment and
pleasure 10.2 12.8 15.2

Sports 4.6 4.6 0.0

Time and weather 4.6 3.7 0.0

Other 2.8 1.8 3.0

RAW To al IN1108 M=109 N.,66

x
2

N.S.

10
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MOR

TABLE II (Continued)

Soft
Rock Rock Oldies Country Classical

Beautiful
Music

Jazz

Music 32.1 50.7 55.1 37.8 44.9 38.2 41.3 44.4

News 28.3 11.9 6.1 31.1 28.6 25.5 17.4 11.1

Companion-
ship and
background 17.0 14.9 12.2 8.9 8.2 18.2 21.7 16.7

Enjoyment and
pleasure 18.9 13.4 18.4 13.3 6.1 12.7 6.5 22.2

Sports 1.9 6.0 2.0 2.2 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.8

Time and
weather 0.0 1.5 4.1 2.2 8.2 1.8 6.5 2.8

Other 1.9 1.5 2.0 4.4 2.0 3.6 6.5 0.0

Raw Total N=53 N=67 N=49 N=45 N=49 N=55 N=46 N=3C

2
x p .001
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Reasons for FavorIte News Station

Lo1 n enerE=.give-for a

favorite news station. (See TABLE III) Twenty-three percent of the

listeners are MoSt cone rned with local news on their stations. Listen-

ing to the station all the time is the main reason for a favorite news

station preference for eleven percent of the listeners.. hood coverage

(9%), personalities presenting the news (7%), frequent regularly

- scheduled newscast (62), shorter newscast lengths (5%), informative

or understandable newscasts (3%), reception on the station (22), the

quantity of news (2%), and national news (22) are other reasons for a

favorite news station preference.

The local news coverage is particularly important for listeners 50

years of age ±-d older (41%) compared with listeners 25 years of age

and younger (12%). Listeners under 50 are more likely than older

eners to base a favorite news station preference on simply listening

the same station all the time. Younger listeners (25 years of age

and young_- are also more likel7 than others to base a preference on

Op shorter length newscasts on t".le station.

What are the most importaW: 1-easons for listeners who find news an

important part of their radio listening experience? These listeners

place greater importance than less interested news listeners on local

news coverage, good coverage, frequent regularly scheduled newscasts t e

quantity of news and national news. Listeners who just catch nevs are

more likely than more interested news listeners to prefer a favorite

news _ ation because of the shorter newscasts on that station.

12



TABLE III

RIASONS FOR FAVORITE NEWS STATION PKEFERINCE

,ocal news coverage

,isten to station all the time

;ood coverage (quality, complete)

'arsonality (ies)

iiiscasts regularly scheduled frequently

;horter length; faster pace

Enformative; understandable

teception

lore news (quantitF)

ional news

ther

)onPt know

Raw Total

,ocal news coverage

Asten to station all the time

;pod coverage (quality, complete)

personality (ies)-

iewscasts regularly scheduled freque y

;honer 1ength; faster pace

:nformative; understandable

leception

tore news (quantity)

rational news

that
on't know

eRaw Total

Tota1
Mention.

25 and
under 26-49

50 end
over Male

23.4 12.0 28.3 40.5 18.0

11.1 12.6 11.8 6.3 11.8

9.4 9.8 9.9 7.6 11.4

7.0 5.5 7.9 8.9 6.6

6.3 7.1 3.3 10.1 4.7

4.6 6.6 2.4 3.8 5.2

3.1 3.3 3.3 2.5 2.4

2.4 3.8 1.3 1.3 3.3

1.9 2.2 2.6 0.0 2.4

1.7 .5 3.3 1.3 1.9

2.9 3.3 2.0 3.8 3.3

26.1 33.3 23.74 12.7 28.9

N10414 Nm183 N152 N=79 N0211

2
x p .01 x

2

Female

29.5

10.0

7.0

7.0

8.0

3.5

4.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

2.5

24.0

110200

0-60 1-3 More than News Important :Just Ca--

minutes hours 3 hours Partof Listening News ,

23.5

9.2

10.5

-5.9

22.9

12.1

7.0

- 0.5-,

2,6 10.8

4.6 3,2

2.6 3.8

.7 , 3.2

1.3 2.5

2,0 1.3

3.3 1.3

34.0 23.6

N0153 Nw157

25.0 30.1 , 11,8

12.0 11.2 11.8

12.0 11.2 ee- .6,6 ,

7.0._

5.0 :7.4

7.0 = 3.3

3.0 3.7

4.0 2.6

LO 2 e6

2.0 1.9

5.0 3.7

16.0 15.(

95100 102

4.4

7.4

2.2

2.2

.7

.7

1.5

44.1,

N.136'
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DesIred Aspects of Radio Newscasts

On what basis do listeners decide whether a radio station is doing

a good job in giving the news? A subsample of respondents was asked to

indicate the importance of various aspects of a radio newscast. (The

multiphase questionnaire B was answered by 142 respondents.) "I'm going

to read a number of different things involved in radio newscatts. Please

tell me whether it is very important, somewhat important, or not very

important to you in deciding whether a radio station does a good job in

giving the news " (See TABLE IV)

Coverage of a wide range of subjects is the most important considera-

tion in evaluating newscasts. Seventy-five percent of the listeners

stress the importance of the broad news coverage in making,a positive judg-

ment about the newscast. Nineteen percent indicate moderate importance to

wide coverage, while 6 percent find this to be of little importance.

Giving details about what goes on behind the scenes is very important

for slightly more than half of the listeners MP. Thirty-five percent

place moderate importance on behind-the-scene details and 13 percent

minimize its importance.

Similarly, having on-the-scene reports from reporters in the field

also is of great importance to half the listeners (50%). Thirty-two per-

cent find it somewhat important while 18 percent ndicate it is not very

important to them in evaluating a station's newscasts.

Reducing repetition from hour to hour 1- ve- -ortant for 47 per-

cent of the listeners. Moderate importance is indicated by 28 percent and

26 percent attribute little importance to a-itation making the newscast

different each hour.

Whether the pe_ -on reading the-news sounds =like an authority is ve

ortant for 39 percent. _Thirty7eig1it,percent-am onl
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somewhat important to them. Twenty-four percent are not concerned with

the "authority" with which the news is delivered.

The quantity of news stories carried is very impor ant for 36 pe

cent of the listeners. Forty-four percent stress moder te importance to

the large number of stories covered in each newscast while 20 percent

find this of little importance.

Hearing the actual voices of the people mentioned in the news i
,9

very important for 24 percent. Thirty percent indicate moderate impor-

tance while 46 percent find newsmakers voices on the air not very im-

portant in evaluating the quality of a newsca _

TABLE IV

DESIRED ASPECTS OF RADIO NEWSCASTS

N=B142

Very
Important

Coverage of a wide range of subjects 74.6
Giving details about what goes on

behind the scenes 51.4
Having on-the-scene reports from

reporters in the field 50.0
',..Making the newscast different each

hour 46.5
Whether the person reading the

news sounds like-an authority 38.0
The large number of stories cover-

Somewhat
Important

Not
Very

Important

19.0 6.3

35.2 13.4

32.4 17.6

27.5 26.1

38.0 23.9

ed in each newscast 35.9 43.7 20.4
Heating the actual voices of the

people mentioned in the news 23.9 30.3 45.8

aspecti of radio,newscasts dO,not-v

virioun:Age groups or betWeen maliand
, ,

TABLE:0 No-i-
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significantlymore desirous of hearing the actual voices -f newsmakers

.05). Younger listeners of both sex and women in general signif-

icantly desire radio newscasts to have on-the-scene reports from report-

ere in the field (p .10). Twenty-six to 49 year old listeners are

especially prone to positively evaluate the A.de range of news coverage

on a radio station (p .01).

Radio listenership tends to be an important variable for the desired

aspects of radio ne -casts. Heavier xadio listeners (more than three

hours a day) place significantly greater importance than lighter listens

on hearing the actual voices of the'people mentioned in the ne (p

and whether the person reading the news sounds like an authority (12> .01).

Light listeners one hour o listening per day) are mo e desirous of

hearing on-the-scene reports (p ) .001). Average listeners (one to

three hours of daily listening) are least likely to positively evaluate

hearing details about what goes on behind the see_ on-the-scene,

reports from reporters in the field, having different newseasts eath hour,

and hearing the actual voices of newarnakera.



TABLE V

DESIRED ASPECTS OP RADIO NEW T CO

AGE Gender

25 and 50 and

under 26-49 over Male Female

2 2
range of coverage 67.2 84.5 66.7 x2mp .01 76,8 72.6 x m N S

2 ' *

ils behind-the-scenes 51.7 55.2 45.8 x m N.E. 56,5 46.6 x m N.S.

rters giving on-the-scene
2 2 ..

sports 513.616A16.8mp 0 43.5 56.2 x mp ? .10x2
2

Brent newscasts each hour 48.3 46.6 41.7 x m N.S. 43 5 49.3 x m N.S.
2 2

511 sounds like an authority 32.837.945.8xmN.S. 33.3 42.5 x m N S

a number of stories 31.0 41,4 37.5 x
2
m N.S. 39.1 32.9 x m N.S

2

2 2
ing actual voices of newsmakers 22.4 20,7 37.5 x mp ) .05 21.7 26.0 x m N.S.

w Total N058 Nm58 Nm24 Nm69 Nm73

Radio Listenership

0-60,minutes 1-3 hours

range of coverage 68,5 79.6

ils behind-the-scenes 55.6 42.9

rters 'giving on-the-scene

eports 63.0

erent newscasts each hour 55,6

,m_sounds_like_an authority_ 31.5

a number of stories 31.5

Cng actual voices of newsmakers 25A

32.7

32.7

34.7

40.8

10.2

More than 3 hours

2
75,7 x m N S-

2 '

56.8 x m .10

51.4

54.1

51.4

37.8

40.5

elf Total Nm54 N*49 Nm37

2
x .p .001-
2

2
uP ) .01

%

x
2
mp ) .01

-

x m N S.
2 '

-x mp )..001

Le constructed from percenta of-respondents indic

square statistic based on 2x2 table with reeponden

as very import

very-importantand o
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Newscamt:Lengths

How long do listeners want newscasts to be? Phase A respond

76) were asked this question series: "Newscasts can be given in all

different lengths. I am going to read some suggestions about newscasts.

As I read each item, please tell me whether it is something you would make

a special effort to hear on the radio, something you would accept, but

wouldn't go out of your way, or something you would rather not hear at

all." Five newscast lengths were tested: 15 minutes, 10 minutes, 5 min-

utes, or 3 mInutewrap -upofnationa e_ational, and local news as

well as 1 minute of local news plus 1

news
--+

ute of national and international

Surprisingl- longer newscasts are not as much of a "turnoff' as

expected. (See TABLE VI and VII) :For the total listenersresponding to

the question, 31 percentwoject a special effort tollear a,15 minute,

newscast while 29 perc would rather not hear the'àxtended.newscast .-

Older listeners are most prone to desire the 15 iinnte newscast (521)

while younger listeners are most negative (391would rather not hear it).

Classical music listeners and (surprisingly) beautiful Music_ listeners

are most in favor of 15 minute newscasts. Oldiei"and:rock'listenersare

most is a

Ten minute -or-5 minuteInewscasts- -

-
_

- -

five pert

23

would 'make a -speciat "iffor
-

2
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when compared to longer newscasts. A third (34%) of the listeners would

rather not hear a three minute news wrap-up. The two minute report (one

minute local news and one minute national and international news) evokes

an even stronger negative reaction. Half of the listeners would rather

not hear a brief highlights while only one in ten listeners would make a

special effort to listen.

Overall, longer newscasts are acceptable for listeners, with

abb-eviated radio newscasts of 3 pr 2 minutes drawing stronger negative

reactions.



TABLE III

DESIRED NEWSCAST GTH *Based on "Special Effort to Hear"

25 and 50 and

Total Men ion Student --Non-Student under 26-49 over Male Female

5 minutes 3049 24.6 37.0 21.2 33.6 52.4 27.3 35.2

5 minutes 25.3 24.2 26.3 22.9 29.8 20.6 26.4 24.4

minutes 23.2 24.0 23.0 21.7 25.4 20.6 22.9 24.4

minutes 17.8 17.6 18.0 19.6 14.9 17.5 17.5 18.4

minutes 10.6 9.1 12.2 11.2 9.0 12.7 10.8 11.2

Raw Total- Mo376 N0187 No189 No179 134 No63 N0194 N0179

NOR Rock Soft Rock Oldies Country Clstisicat Beautiful Music

5 minutes 28.9 18.8 19.0 33.3 25.0 47.8 44.0

) minutes 28.2 12.5 23.8 23.1 13.2 34.9 36.0

minutes 28.9 18.8 23.8 17.9 12.5 39.1 28.0

minutes 7.9 21.9 19.0 20.5 15.0 19.6 20.0

minutes 2.6 14.1 16.7 12.8 10.0 15.2 12.0

Raw Total No38 No64 No42 No39 No40, N046 -No25

. . w. I .....
TABLE VII

UNDESIRABLE NEWS AST L N TH *Based on "Rather Not Hear"

Total Mention Student

5 minutes 29.0 35.3

minutes- 26.6 28.5

minutes 24.3 . 21.3

minutes 33.8 32.6

minutes 49.5 49.2

Raw Total No376

MOR Rock

NO187

Soft Rock

5 minutes 36.8 45.3 31.0

5minutes 25.6 35.9 23.8

minutes 23.7 20.3 21.4

minutes 26.3 31.3 28.6

minutes 55.3 45.3 45.2

J-Tota ,,No38 No64,

Non-Student

22:87-

2447

27.3

34.9

497

No189

Oldies

46.2

25.6

28.2

28.2

38.5

-25 and'

under 26-49

30.2 23.8

21.2 25.4
26.8 37.3

43.0 55.2

No179

50 and

19.0.

28.6

46.0

55.6

Male

--5240 ----24.6-------
25.9

23.4

35.1

49.0

26.7

25.0

33.0

49.7

Country

22.5

34.2

30.0

45.0

5

No134 No63

Classical

17.4 ,

,9.3

15.2:

283

N*194 11179

'Alfa Musie

_12 0

'20.0'

2
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Newscast Scheduling

In addition to determining opinions about desired newscast lengths

respondents were asked: "What-time or times during'6e day would you like

to hear....a 15 minute newscast? .a 10 minute news a t?

scant? ...a 3 minute newscast?

a 5 minute

2 minute news wrap-u0?"

Table VIII reports respondents who indicate'they never want a certain

ngth newscast scheduled; This further demenstrates the:greatest Accep-

tance of 5 minute newscasts the surprisinvacceptin e

newscasts, and th negative reaction.to very brie

TABLE VIII

Undesirable Newscasts

(N376)

nute

5 10 5 3 2

minutes minutes minutes minutes minutes

Never 29.0 24.2 20.7 31.7= 44.6

Scheduled Time 71.0 75.8 _79.3 -,68.3 , 55.4

x
2
p .01 Chi square based on.thoee

xespondents iwl* *Or, wink

:a certain newsCistl:scheduled

If longer newscasts are acceptable, when
r

(See TABLE IX)- Not surprisingly, liateners-
.

casts in the early morning '0.6%) or,ar
I

(11T). -Early afternoon-(9%),-Jate

-desired-timea for_others for eiteided 15minu

BC
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TABLE IX

SCHEDULING OF NEWSCASTS

Nal376

15 10
Minutes minute°

5

minUteS
3

minutes
2

minutes

Never 29.0 24.2 20.7 31.7 44.6

Every hour .8 1.9 9.6 9.6 7.7

Early KM (Before 10 sm) 16.0 13.3 9.8 7.7 5.1

Late kM (10 am-Noon) 1.3 4.3 1.6 .8 .5

Early Afternoon
(Noon-3 pm) 9.3 8.0 5.3 2.9 3.2

Late Afternoon
(3 pm-6 pm) 7.4 5.1 6.4 3.2 2.7

Evening (6 pm-9 pm) 8.8 9.0 9.0 5.9 5.1

Late Evening
(9 pm-Midnight) 4.0 4.8 4.3 4.8 2.9

Early morning and
Late afternoon 11.4 8.2 8.2 5.3 3.2

2.4 __ 3_7 9.0Anytime--
Don't know/No answer 9.6 17.5 16.1 17.7 15.4



CONCLUSIONS

Recognizing the inherent limitations of generalizing from a tele-:

phone survey in tawrence, Kansas, several conclusions can be drawn for'

radio stations' newscasts.

Listeners want to be

and comprehensive newscast.

"wide range of subjects" as something particularly desirable. TherefOre

is necessary for a station to cover as much ground as poSsible dUring

each new

nced that they are listening to a-complere

This i- illustrated in theirreference.,,Wa
,

At the same time, however, a station should not sacrifice

-
hind-the-scene" details in an attempt to cover "more stories:"-_

"large number of stories" shoUld

achieving a wide coverage of sub aces. While the tendenay'ai some sti-

tions has been to "machine gun" stories in rapid fira'suCCeieiOn'in'an-

attemp to "broaden news coverage

appears to move faster and in a more lively

be greatly appreciated bylisteners.H,

Listeners also

fashion,-13reater,:detail.wo

ant to feel theY are,getting a bebind,ibel-SO'nne

events Storie- about events -and peOple,in,t

samething other than:rhe
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use of actualities. Needless to say, this does not mean that actualities

should be used for their own sake. Only those actualities that make a

real contribution to the story should be included. Use of the telephone

as a device for getting local actualities should be encouraged. This

kind of direct link to the scene of the story can make news live. On-

the-scene actualities are even more important if the station is targeting

for younger demographics and/or women.

Many stations define "actualities" as being clips of the newsmakers'

voices. Listeners are less concerned with the "voice" than with the re-

porter filing an on-the-spot report. However, a station which is vitally

concerned with the 50 years of age and older listener should make greater

use of newamaker voice inserts.

Newscasts must be continually rewritten and updated to avoid per-
,

ceived repetition and boredom for the long-term listener. Almost half of

the_listeners find_"making the newscast different each hour" very impor-

tant in judging the quality of a station's radio news effort.

j)ur ng most of the day, newscasts should be kept brief. A five

minute newscast once each hour tends to b

largest number of listeners. During moat day parts this should be ade-

quate. Longer newscasts can be a key element during the ea ly morning

drive time. Listeners are disproportionately desirouS o

t palatable for the

during morninvdrive time.

Xisteners during.the late

s service is not nearly so important to

ernoon as it is during the mornIng.
,

One suggestion to'Antegrate desired detail, without overburdening,the-

newscast is the following scenario format:

27
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1. Begin the newscast with headlines of the top three stories

the hour (even in teaser fo- ).

2. The "big story" then is presented in greater detail with "be-

hind-the-scenes" aspects. This story can be of greater length

han other stories. The big story, if possible, should be an

on-the-scene report.

Subsequent stories should be of moderate length with mInimal

detail.

4. Toward the end_of _the newscas a rapid-fire succession of

headlines should be presented. These should not be teasers,

but rather complete headlines.

This format allows many stories (with broad coverage) into the ne8cast,

with detail'incorporated for the-most important st ry of the hour.


